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“Many Gifts, One Spirit” 
31 May 2020: The Day of Pentecost 
Salado UMC—Salado, Texas 76571 

Preaching Text: 1 Corinthians 12:3b-13 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

“Humor is the first of the gifts to perish in a foreign tongue” 
—(Virginia Woolf [1882 – 1941]). 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

 
 Hear the day’s lesson: 1 Corinthians 12:3b-13: 

3 Therefore I want you to understand that no one . . . can say “Jesus is Lord” except by the Holy 
Spirit. 
 
4 Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit; 5 and there are varieties of services, but 
the same Lord; 6 and there are varieties of activities, but it is the same God who activates all of 
them in everyone. 7 To each is given the manifestation of the Spirit for the common good. 8 To 
one is given through the Spirit the utterance of wisdom, and to another the utterance of 
knowledge according to the same Spirit, 9 to another faith by the same Spirit, to another gifts of 
healing by the one Spirit, 10 to another the working of miracles, to another prophecy, to another 
the discernment of spirits, to another various kinds of tongues, to another the interpretation of 
tongues. 11 All these are activated by one and the same Spirit, who allots to each one 
individually just as the Spirit chooses. 
 
12 For just as the body is one and has many members, and all the members of the body, though 
many, are one body, so it is with Christ. 13 For in the one Spirit we were all baptized into one 
body—Jews or Greeks, slaves or free—and we were all made to drink of one Spirit (1 Corinthians 12:3-

13). 
 

Paul has a problem. He has started a church in Corinth, but most of his congregation has little in 
common. In reality, Corinth was a miniature of one of Paul and the early church’s chief challenges. 
Corinth was a huge, complex city. Corinth had the spirit of our modern cities—centers of trade and 
tourism. Corinth was cosmopolitan then as is today’s New York, San Francisco, London, Paris, or Tokyo 
are international today. In those early days, many Christians worshiped in house churches. These 
believers self-divided into clusters mirroring Corinth’s diversity. Thus, ‘unity within diversity’ is a vital 
issue for this embryonic church.  

Today’s lesson addresses the subject of “spiritual gifts” in Corinth. Corinth was both a port city and 
an east to west land-trading route. Also, Corinth manufactured commercial ships. Corinth above all else 
was a cultural/arts center. In this epistle/letter, Paul answers questions from earlier letters from Corinth 
about their church strife. How was Paul to get these new converts, both Jew and Gentile, working 
together? Perhaps, it is our question today—20 or so centuries later—as well. 
 What Paul dealt with, and we can easily see this from Paul’s letters, is what we today call 
“ethnocentrism.” Ethnocentrism expresses the belief that one’s own ethnic/cultural group is superior to 
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other such groups. While we habitually aim our ethnocentric prejudice and bias toward specific outside 
groups, even casual observation reveals that people aim their ethnocentrism at all outsiders. In today’s 
white America, we presume ethnocentrism as pointed to minorities. But virtually all cultures have high 
degrees of ethnocentrism. 
 Do you recall the film a few decades ago titled: My Big Fat Greek Wedding (2002)? In this film, 
everyone in the Portokalos family worries about Toula. Still unmarried at thirty years old, she works at 
Dancing Zorba’s, her family’s Greek restaurant. The movie is a satire about how Toula can be in love and 
marry someone who is not Greek. Perhaps as outrageous, Toula is also a vegetarian! This film is a spoof 
on ethnocentrism. For example, Toula’s father, Gus Portokalos, tells another character, “Give me a 
word, any word, and I show you that the root of that word is Greek.” Everything in the world has Greek 
origins he says. 

Another example—when NBA stars Lebron James and Dwayne Wade ridiculed Dirk Nowitzki during 
the NBA finals, this too was an example of ethnocentrism. There are many differences between people: 
race, language, gender, economic status (slave/free), religion, and the like. What Paul toiled against in 
Corinth was an assortment of ethnic/cultural variables. But for Paul, it is God’s spirit that rides to the 
rescue. God’s spirit of unity overrides all differences between people.  

The Tower of Babel story (Genesis 11) tells of our human attempt to “make the world” without 
reference to God. In Genesis 11, people tried to build a tower that reached the heavens. According to 
Yahweh, this was a bad idea. So, Yahweh scrambled human language. Whenever human beings attempt 
to overreach their capabilities, at least from the divine perspective, bad things can and do happen. 
Perhaps this is why Yahweh continues to establish boundaries for us. In other words, left to our own 
human devices we always make a mess of things. 
 In a like fashion, God has the authority and the power to enhance our lives. Another lesson today, 
from Acts 2, recounts the gift of God’s Holy Spirit poured out some believers in Jerusalem. The Jews 
from many nations actually understood the Galileans. They spoke in the hearers’ own language. Thus, 
the Pentecost story reverses the language confusion at the aforementioned Tower of Babel (Genesis 11:1-9). 
At Pentecost and at Babel, God acts by divine prerogative. Each story tells us that the people’s good was 
the outcome. When God commands, then the world obeys. From time to time, the skeptical and cynical, 
say it is an abuse of power. Yet, the Lord works for the good of God’s people. 

At Babel human beings try to “make a name for ourselves.” At Pentecost God invites curious 
bystanders to “hear them (the disciples) speaking about God’s deeds of power” (Acts 2:11)—and to become a 
part of God’s realm. 
 Paul’s letter to Corinth reminds us that there are many gifts, but the many gifts come from one 
spirit. It is also true that there are many kinds of people, but we are all flesh and blood despite having 
dissimilar ethnic makeup and languages. God throws us together in the church simply because God has 
made a world in which we all need each other. And we especially need each other’s gifts! 
 A church friend told me a story about trying to fix his brother’s truck high in the Rocky Mountains. 
They were trying to use a small screwdriver in a tight spot under the air filter. Then, at just the worst 
moment, they dropped the screwdriver (he said his bother dropped it; his brother said he dropped it). As they had very 
few tools, they tried and tried to reach the small screwdriver—knowing that, miles from anywhere, they 
needed it to fix the motor. 
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 Finally, one of their spouses said “let Sarah try.” They laughed and suggested that no three-year-old 
was going to be helpful. Then they realized they had run out of options. They told her where the 
screwdriver was. She reached her precious little hand down into the motor and pulled the tool right out.  

Sometimes it is the least of us that offers a gift no one else has. 
 

David Neil Mosser, Salado UMC, Salado, Texas 76571 

 
 


